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ALBERT RUSTON, O.P.

IS CELIBACY OUTDATED? by Ida Gorres. Mercier Press. 5s.

There is real gold in this book. The author represent and in Whom they are gloriously
first weighs various counterfeit motives for fulfilled - this Bride of confident, eager expectcelibacy and shows them to be dross. Then she ancy, this Advent Bride awaiting the hour of
lays open for us the treasury of the virginal Her glory.
It is notable both in this first section of the
priesthood of Christ and shows therein the
limitless wealth that is ours for the taking. Her book and in the second, in which the author
priest is not the shepherd who rules his flock deals so extraordinarly well with the relationwith iron crook, nor is he only the one who ships between priests and women, that she can
nurses his lambs and feeds his sheep, but also be as outspoken and uninhibited as the Scripthe strong one who goes out to fight the wolves tures in her choice of language and yet give
for them. Her angelic man is not just a half- us something so sacred that it can be read only
man. He is the chivalrous son of the Resurwith reverence and gratitude. One cannot but
rection, who not only fights the dragon but
in that the title was not more conventional,
regret
taming it for service doubles his own strength.
so that it might have been read by many more
While she reminds the priest of his manliness,
people who otherwise would not touch it with
she points out to the female virgin too that a
there
barge-pole. We hear that some Bishops are
is only one Bride of Christ, the betrothed,personally
the
supplying their clergy with copies
promised one, the whole of Creation awaiting
of the enactments of the Council, so that they
in confidence the coming of her Bridegroom
will -read them. Would that some superand that every virginal person represents episcopal-mensal-fund
her.
might enable them to
The fluttering sighs of ethereal 'spouses' floating
supply individual copies of this little book too,
down the cloisters of time in the cloud of bridal
to priests and seminarians. It would encourage
veiling and sentimentality bequeathed to them
and strengthen vocations, clarify much fuzzy
by inadequate theology, are replaced by thethinking and send many sons of the Resursplendid Consecration of men and women who
rection on their way rejoicing.
merge into the single figure of the Bride they
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